Move forward with the leader in point-of-care carts
INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION!

StyleView Carts
®

Designed for Nurses.
Engineered for IT.
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You asked. We listened. We delivered—a point-of-care cart that provides
even more caregiver efficiency, patient safety and quality care. Ergotron, the
proven leader in point-of-care computing, has refined the StyleView Cart.
Built with the same unparalleled features of the original StyleView,
the latest version lifts point-of-care computing to a whole new level.
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20q (51 cm)

5q (13 cm)
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1. NEW! Five-inch (13 cm), independent monitor height adjustment
increases comfort and productivity for personalized viewing, including for
those wearing progressive lenses. Rotates from
portrait to landscape mode. Compatible with Tablet
PCs (LCD carts only)
2. 20-inch (51 cm) height adjustment for comfortable
data entry, sitting or standing
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3. Constant Force (CF™) patented motion technology
provides fluid, one-touch height adjustment
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4. NEW! Secure, locking medication drawer controlled
by electronic keypad—enhancing caregiver efficiency
and patient safety. Removable cassette is configured with
six bins (each with a clear lid and ID label)
5. Barcode scanner holder provides easy access to hand-held scanner
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6. NEW! Wrists remain in a neutral position during data entry with
negative-tilt keyboard tray—avoid repetitive-stress injuries and
increase comfort and productivity
7. NEW! Expansive cable management storage area
8. NEW! Easier mousing and typing with rigid keyboard platform
9. NEW! Long-life power performance supported with an industry-leading
two-year warranty* on power system. Five-year warranty on cart
10. NEW! Upgraded StyleLink™ software improves power system
management tools, helping extend the life of the battery (reducing costs)
by offering battery cycle count, email alerts and free software updates.
Windows Vista™ compatible (powered carts only)
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11. NEW! Easy-to-clean external 10-foot (3 m) coiled cord included with
powered carts in North America and China. Powered carts elsewhere
include a convenient retractable cord reel
12. Easy-to-use cart comes fully assembled
* Includes all electrical components except battery
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Standard Cart Features Worksurface (except Dual Display Cart), basket and rear handle, scanner
holder, cable management system, universal CPU holder (LCD models only), full-size keyboard tray
with left/right mouse tray, gel wrist rest, mouse holder, height position lock, high-performance
casters with dual wheels for carpet or hard floor use. Powered carts include 55Ah, 12VDC, Sealed
Lead Acid (SLA), Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM), Deep Cycle, Valve Regulated type battery.

Notebook Cart
powered
with med drawer

Notebook Cart
non-powered
with med drawer

Notebook Cart
non-powered

LCD Cart
powered
with med drawer

LCD Cart
non-powered

Dual Display Cart
powered

Dual Display Cart
non-powered

Smart Power using StyleLink
Software for StyleView Carts

Reduce downtime
Maximize productivity
Reduce cost
Maximize ROI
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The power system has a standard two-year warranty which leapfrogs over warranties offered with
competitive carts. Ergotron’s upgraded StyleLink software enhances power system management,
helping extend battery life. For patient and caregiver safety, the cart and power system are UL
and EN 60601-1 compliant. A programmable, auto-locking keypad medication drawer is included,
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making StyleView both a point-of-care cart and a medication-delivery system. StyleView bridges
point-of-care computing and medication delivery, reducing healthcare costs and improving patient care.
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Improve viewing comfort and enhance productivity through StyleView’s expansive range of effortless height
adjustment. Twenty inches (51 cm) of sit-to-stand motion is combined with an additional five inches (13 cm) of
independent monitor height adjustment and 25° screen tilt, which benefits all users, including those who wear
progressive lenses. The keyboard tray provides up to 12° of negative tilt—recommended by ergonomists for the
proper typing position. This reduces the risk of repetitive stress injuries. An enclosed storage area makes it easy to
manage cables.

Cart

Non-powered

Eliminate surprises through use of diagnostic
tools, simplifying power system management
and reducing time required to fix problems

StyleLink is included with all powered carts
and is Windows Vista compatible. Free online
upgrades ensure you’ll be ready for future
hardware upgrades
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REDUCE TOTAL COST
OF OWNERSHIP

Canada

USA

LCD SV22-92023
Notebook SV22-92026 120 60
Dual Display SV22-22009

LCD Size
≤ 22.9″
≤ 58 cm

LCD Weight
6–18 lbs
2.7–8.2 kg

Europe*

LCD SV22-92014
Notebook SV22-92011 230 50
Dual Display SV22-22017

Notebook
Size*
≤ 22.9″
≤ 58 cm

Notebook
Weight
5–12 lbs
2.3–5.4 kg

Ireland
United Kingdom

LCD SV22-92015
Notebook SV22-92012 230 50
Dual Display SV22-22018

European Union

Asia Pacific

Australia
New Zealand

PROACTIVE POWER SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

SV21-91075
SV21-91007
SV21-91008
SV22-91007
SV21-31645

LCD SV22-92023
Notebook SV22-92026 120 60
Dual Display SV22-22009

China

Extends battery life by managing usage based
on runtime performance

Part Number VAC Hz

North America

Hong Kong
Malaysia
Singapore

Free, downloadable software upgrades for
ongoing battery-life optimization

Email alerts sent by each cart at different
stages of battery usage facilitate proactive
power system management

Global
LCD
Notebook
Notebook
w/med drawer
Dual Display

EXTEND ASSET LIFE CYCLE

LCD SV22-92015
Notebook SV22-92012 230 50
Dual Display SV22-22018
LCD SV22-92024
Notebook SV22-92025 230 50
LCD SV22-92016
Notebook SV22-92013 230 50
Dual Display SV22-22019

** Contact Ergotron Sales Representative for country-specific configuration

Dual Display Dual Display
Size
Weight †
≤ 15.4″
≤ 17 lbs
≤ 39 cm
≤ 7.7 kg
Tablet PC
Size
≤ 22.9″
≤ 58 cm

Tablet PC
Weight
5–12 lbs
2.3–5.4 kg

VESA
MIS-D
VESA
N/A
VESA
MIS-D
VESA
MIS-D

** Maximum physical dimensions of a
notebook used in the cart 17″ x 12.5″ x 1.5″
(43.1 x 31.7 x 3.8 cm)
*† Per LCD pivot

Reduce costs for maintenance; eliminate
need for expensive onsite technical support
by leveraging diagnostic capabilities. Simply
email StyleLink’s report to Ergotron Tech
Support and they will help troubleshoot
power system performance issues

All the details covered
StyleView Accessories
These optional accessories, including lockable medication
drawers and utility shelf, are engineered to increase
productivity and reduce errors.
Carpet Casters

Notebook Drawer

Sharps Container and Bracket

97-254

68-122-201

60-570-201

Storage Basket

Gel Wrist Rest

IV Pole

99-160-063

85-043

60-566-003

Locking Drawers

Utility Shelf

T-Slot Bracket

68-124-201

50-192-201

60-575-003

LX Notebook Tray
with Pivot Extension

Tablet PC Pivot Extension

Interface Brackets
for Motion Computing Tablet PCs

Interface Bracket
for Motion Computing
FlexDock (FlexDock not
included)
60-499-200 black
Compatible with any
LCD mount that uses a
VESA MIS-D mounting
hole pattern

Interface Bracket
for Motion Computing
LE1600 Tablet PC
60-579-200 black
Compatible with any
LCD mount that uses a
VESA MIS-D mounting
hole pattern

Mouse Holder

External Cord Reel 10′ cord,

99-033-099 grey
99-033-064 dark grey
99-033-085 black

110V 60 Hz
83-065

COMING SOON!
5″ (13 cm) Monitor Lift Upgrade Kit
99-167-057

Interface Bracket for Motion Computing C5 Tablet PC

Ergotron understands the human health and environmental risks associated with substances
covered by the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) directive and has eliminated the use
of these substances in its global product lines

60-588-200
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www.ergotron.com
sales@ergotron.com

47-095

28-510-200

EMEA Sales

APAC Sales

Worldwide OEM Sales

Amersfoort, The Netherlands
+31 33 45 45 600
www.ergotron.com
info.eu@ergotron.com

Singapore
www.ergotron.com
info.apac@ergotron.com

www.ergotron.com
info.oem@ergotron.com

